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Property of equality for multiplication

Learning outcomes overview and use of equal distribution and multiplication properties to solve linear equations Use reciprocal to solve a linear equation that contains fractions Let's look at the properties of equal division and multiplication as we prepare to use them to solve single-step equations. For all real numbers
[latex]a,b,c[/latex] and [latex]ce 0[/latex], if [latex]a=b[/latex], then [latex]\frac{a}{c}=\frac{b}{c}[/latex]. For all real numbers [latex]a,b,c[/latex], if [latex]a=b[/latex], then [latex]ac=bc[/latex]. Simply put, when you divide or multiply both sides of the equation by the same amount, you still have equality. Let's see how these
equality properties can be used to solve equations. Remember, the goal is to undo the operation on the variable. In the example below, the variable is multiplied by [latex]4[/latex], so we divide both sides [latex]4[/latex] to return the multiplication. Resolve: [latex]4x=-28[/latex]. Workaround: To solve this equation, we use
the Equality Property division to split both sides [latex]4[/latex]. [latex]4x=-28[/latex] Divide both sides 4 to undo the multiplication. [latex]\frac{4x}{\color{red}4}=\frac{-28}{\color{red}4}[/latex] Simplified. [latex]x =-7[/latex] Check the response. [latex]4x=-28[/latex] Let [latex]x=-7[/latex]. Replace [latex]-7[/latex] for x.
[latex]4(\color{red}{-7})\stackrel{\text{?}} {=}-28[/latex] [latex]-28=-28[/latex] Because this is a true statement, [latex]x=-7[/latex] is the solution for [latex]4x=-28[/latex]. Now you can try to solve an equation that requires division and contains negative numbers. In the previous example, we split up to undo multiplication. How
do you think we're going to get the division back? Next, we will show an example that requires us to use multiplication to undo the division. Solution: [latex]\frac{a}{-7}=-42[/latex]. Now see if you can resolve an issue that requires multiplication to undo the division. Recall the rules for multiplying two negative numbers –
two negatives give positives when they are multiplied. When you start solving equations that require several steps, you notice that you end up with an equation that looks like an equation in the next example, with a negative variable.  As standard practice, it is good to ensure that variables are positive in solving equations.
Another example will show you how. Resolve: [latex]-r=2[/latex]. Now you can try to solve the equation with a negative variable. In our next example, we got an equation that contains a variable multiplied by a fraction. We'll use reciprocal to isolate the variable. Resolve: [latex]\frac{2}{3}x=18[/latex]. Note that we could
split both sides of [latex]\frac{2}{3}x=18[/latex] by [latex]\frac{2}{3}[/latex] into [latex]x[/latex]. While this would work, multiplying reciprocally requires less Another video provides examples of using the division and multiplication properties to solve equations with a variable on the right side of an equal sign. In order to
continue using our site, we ask you to confirm your identity as a person. Thank you very much for your cooperation. If you multiply or divide both sides of the equation by the same number, the pages remain equal to each other. The multiplication property of equality states that if you multiply both sides of the equation by
the same number, the pages remain the same (i.e. equality is respected). Two equations that have the same solution are called equivalent equations e.g. And how we learned in the previous section is shown in the sign of equality =. An inverse operation is two operations that atone for each other, e.g. in the case of an
inverse operation. You can perform the same inverse operation on each side of an equivalent equation without changing the equal. $$5+3\, {\color{green} {-\, 2}}=6+2\, {\color{green}{ -\, 2}}$$ This gives us several properties that are true for all equations. In addition, the equal property tells us that adding the same number
to each side of the equation gives us an equivalent equation of $$if\: a-b=c,then\: a-b\, {\color{green} {+\, b}}=c\, {\color{green} {+\, b}}, or \: a=c+b$$ The same applies to the equal subtract property. $$if\: a+b=c,then\: a+b\, {\color{green} {-\, b}}=c\, {\color{green}{ -\, b}}, or \: a=c-b$$ Just like the equal multiplication
property. If you multiply each side of an equation with the same non-zero numbers, you create an equivalent equation. $$if\: \frac{a}{b}=c and\: beq 0,then\: \frac{a}{b}\, \cdot {\color{green} b}=c\cdot \, {\color{green} b}, or \: a=cb$$ And of course this also applies to the equal distribution property. You can split each side of
an equation with the same non-zero number to create an equivalent equation of $$if\: a\cdot b=c, a\: beq 0,then\: \frac{a\cdot b}{{\color{green} b}}\, =\frac{c}{color{green} b}}, or \: a=\frac{c}{b}$$ This gives us a way to change the equation to our liking. Anything is acceptable if you do the same on both sides. There are
several other features of equations that may be good to know, like the example George has cut a 60ft tall oak tree. Now he wants to cut it into smaller pieces. First, he cuts it into two pieces, both 30 feet. And then he continues to put ten pieces that are all 6 feet long before loading them on to his truck. Looking at the
different pieces of wood we can see that the following applies. $$60=30+30=6+6+6+6+6+6+6+6+6$$ This is called a reflexive property of equality and tells us that any quantity equals $$a = and $$ We can also use this example with pieces of wood to explain the symmetric property of equality. This property indicates that
the if quantity equals quantity b, then b equals a. $$if\: a=b, \: then\: b=a$$ Or if we use our example $$if\: 60=30+30, \: then\: 30+30=60$$ Another property that can be explained is the transitive property of equality. It tells us that if the quantity equals the quantity b, and b equals the quantity, c, then a and c are the same
as well. $$if\: a=b\: a\: b=c, \: then\: a=c$$ Or in numbers taken from oak example $$if\: 60=30+30$$$$and\: 30+30=6 +6+6+6+6+6+6+6+6$$ $then\: 60=6+6+6+6+6+6+6+6+6+6+6+6$$ that 30 + 30 = 20 + 40 and that 30 + 30 = 60 we can replace 30 + 30 for 20 + 40 and get 60 = 20 + 40. This is called the equality
substitution property. If a = b, then it can be replaced by b in any expression. Video lesson Solve these equations using inverse operations $$x + 8 = 10$$$$x - 4 = 22$$$$x\div 3 = 6$$7x = 28$$ Multiplication Equality property Your browser does not support the audio element. READ-THROUGH Lesson By Dr. Carol JVF
Burns (Website Creator) Follow along with highlighted text while you listen! In the previous section we learned that adding/subtracting the same number to/from both sides of the equation makes the equation look different but doesn't change your truth. Use this tool to transform the equation to (equivalent) that it's easier
to work with. The second transformation tool, the Multiplication Property of Equality, is subject to this section, and is listed below: THEOREM multiplication equal property for all real numbers $\,a\,$ and $\,b\,$, and for $\,c e 0\,$: $$\cssId{s15}{a = b \iff ac = bc} $$ Note: Here's how how to read aloud this sentence: $a = b
$ $\\iff $ $ac = bc $ $a $ equals $b $ equals $ac $ equals $bc $ Per person who is not trained in reading mathematics, the information contained in this theory is completely inaccessible. If you do not understand the language in which the idea is expressed, then you cannot use the idea. So, what does this sentence tell us
we can do? To answer this question, you have to ask yourself: What have you done with '$a=b\,$' to turn it into '$ac=bc\,$'? A: You have multiplied both sides by $\,c\,$. Therefore, the first part of the translation: You can multiply both sides of the equation by the same non-zero number, and this does not change the truth
of the equation. Continuing translation: What have you done with '$ac =bc\,$' to transform to '$a=b\,$'? A: You have divided both sides into $\,c\,$. Therefore, the rest of the translation: You can split both sides of the equation with the same non-zero number, and this will not change the truth of the equation. So, here's a
full translation of the multiplication of property equality: this is the way a math teacher can translate the multiplication of property equality, tell students what they can do: You can multiply (or divide) on both sides equations with the same non-zero number, and it does not change the truth of the equation. What goes wrong
with multiplying or dividing by zero? This means that why isn't $\,c\,$ allowed to equal zero in the multiplier property of equality? First, let us recall that division by zero is not defined; it is meaningless; It's just not allowed. So zero certainly has to be ruled out when dividing. But what about multiplying by zero? The problem



is that multiplying by zero can change the truth of an equation: it can take a false equation to a true equation. To see this, consider the false equation $\,2 = 3\,$. Multiplying both sides by zero in the new equation $\,2\cdot 0 = 3\cdot 0\,$(i.e. '$\,0 = 0\,$'), which is true. Multiplying by zero can have a false equation to the
actual equation: $2 = 3$FALSE $2\cdot 0 = 3\cdot 0$ multiply both sides by $0$$0 = 0$ TRUE Here you will practice recognizing equivalent equations. Also, you will identify what you are doing to make one equation get the equivalent of an equation. EXAMPLES: Q: Equation #1: $x = $5 #2: $2x = $10 Are these
equations equivalent? If YES, then what have you done to make the equation #1 to get the equations #2? Solution: YES; multiply both sides 2 Question: Equation #1: $x - 1 = 3$ Equation #2: $-x + 1 = -3$ Are these equations equivalent? If YES, then what have you done to make the equation #1 to get the equations #2?
Solution: YES; multiply both sides $-1$ Question: Equation #1: $x + 2 = 5$ Equation #2: $3x + 6 = 15$ Are these equations equivalent? If YES, then what have you done to make the equation #2 to get the equation #1? Solution: YES; split both sides $3 $ Question: Equation #1: $2x = 5 $ Equation #2: $6x = 8 $ Are
these equations equivalent? If YES, then what have you done to make the equation #1 to get the equations #2? Solution: NOT EQUIVALENT TO THE CONCEPT OF EXERCISE QUESTIONS: On this exercise, it won't be key in your answer. However, you can check that your answer is correct. TYPES OF PROBLEMS:
AVAILABLE MASTERED IN PROGRESS
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